
B I N G O
curly warm violet crinkly short

song soft motorcycle 
engine sticky tall

chewy shiny Free 
Space! squishy red

car 
horn striped smoky smooth earthy

blue laughter circular whistle bumpy

B I N G O
green song oblong striped motorcycle 

engine

short earthy crunchy whistle crinkly

smooth shiny Free 
Space! soft feathery

warm yummy tall car 
horn blue

sweet sticky curly bitter red

B I N G O
curly warm violet crinkly short

song soft motorcycle 
engine sticky tall

chewy shiny Free 
Space! squishy red

car 
horn striped smoky smooth earthy

blue laughter circular whistle bumpy

B I N G O
green song oblong striped motorcycle 

engine

short earthy crunchy whistle crinkly

smooth shiny Free 
Space! soft feathery

warm yummy tall car 
horn blue
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B I N G O
laughter

car 
horn yellow cold whistle

feathery sweet blue tall crinkly

foreign 
language song Free 

Space! oblong warm

red violet hard green striped

orange sticky motorcycle 
engine short yummy

B I N G O
crunchy

car 
horn sweet song soft

smoky feathery shiny cold warm

tall laughter Free 
Space! bitter motorcycle 

engine

dog 
bark sticky whistle green striped

chewy smooth burnt yellow oblong
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feathery sweet blue tall crinkly
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language song Free 

Space! oblong warm
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orange sticky motorcycle 
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crunchy

car 
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B I N G O
bumpy circular sticky car 

horn curly

yellow shiny yummy violet red

blue hard Free 
Space! squishy soft

song burnt warm smoky foreign 
language

cold orange bitter sweet dog 
bark

B I N G O
green song cold violet car 

horn

hard crunchy bitter smoky laughter

dog 
bark sweet Free 

Space! orange whistle

soft short burnt red squishy

foreign 
language curly motorcycle 

engine blue striped

B I N G O
bumpy circular sticky car 

horn curly

yellow shiny yummy violet red

blue hard Free 
Space! squishy soft

song burnt warm smoky foreign 
language

cold orange bitter sweet dog 
bark

B I N G O
green song cold violet car 

horn

hard crunchy bitter smoky laughter

dog 
bark sweet Free 

Space! orange whistle

soft short burnt red squishy

foreign 
language curly motorcycle 

engine blue striped
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